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the use of emails with 
malicious attachments 
or links continue to be 
the most common initial 
infection vector

there is a crossover and 
blurring of lines between 
organized cybercriminal 
gangs and nation-state 
sponsored threat actors

exeCutive summary

“CiPulse 2020” - Cyberint’s annual threat landscape report summarizes the latest developments 
observed and analyzed around the globe, including:

 | top industries and regions under attack

 | most prevalent threats and threat actors behind them: 
notable 2019 campaigns

 | underground economy and marketplaces

 | Looking forward: 2020 insights

threat actors continue to reuse and employ tactics, 
techniques and procedures (ttPs) that are tried and tested. 
Employing age-old TTPs continue to be effective and pave 
the way for more sophisticated techniques that can thwart 
or evade modern countermeasures. as such, the use of emails 
with malicious attachments or links continue to be the most 
common initial infection vector, and we continue to see 
years-old threats being deployed in new attacks, orchestrated 
by both high and low sophistication threat actors.

there is a crossover and blurring of lines between organized 
cybercriminal gangs and nation-state sponsored threat 
actors. additionally, together with earlier observed activity 
associated with “hacktivists” and ideologically motivated 
threat actors, less-sophisticated activity can be attributed 
to a broader group of “nuisance’ threat actors who either 
operate alone or in small disorganized groups conducting 
campaigns such as phishing or fraud.
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the Financial industry is the most targeted industry worldwide, accounting for over 
one third of all targeted attacks

the retail industry is attacked from “all angles” as the third most targeted 
worldwide, behind manufacturing in the americas and Government targets in 
aPaC and emea

Cyber espionage and geopolitics remain relevant with nation-state sponsored 
groups conducting data gathering operations and financially motivated attacks 
worldwide

tried and tested tactics, techniques, and procedures (ttPs) continue to dominate 
the landscape with the majority of incidents utilizing the age-old email lure

Banking trojans top the most prevalent malware families observed during 2019, 
unsurprising given the overwhelming number of financially motivated threat actors
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underground economy prices remain stable year-on-year with numerous 
compromised accounts, often harvested through credential stuffing attacks, for 
sale at a fraction of their “true” value determined by available credit or subscription 
level/length; Bot networks of compromised hosts can be rented for as little as $60 
usD for 1,000 victims, allowing DDos and spam campaigns to be launched from 
unsuspecting machines

nefarious services and “as-a-service” models are readily available for purchase by 
unsophisticated threat actors and facilitate attacks with minimal investment such 
as remote access tools and ransomware being available for just a few us dollars 
while DDos attacks can be launched for as low as $28 usD per day

2020 will likely continue to see targeted ransomware attacks against local 
governments and specific industries, potentially driven by alternate motivations 
and orchestrated by organized cybercriminal gangs or event nation-state 
sponsored threat actors

as nations conduct cyberwarfare operations against each other, many expose 
elements of their infrastructure as well as handing exploits and attack tools to 
their adversary as part of an attack.  many cyberweapons will leave artefacts and 
code that can be subjected to analysis, and reverse engineering and can result in 
variants being developed and redeployed for other purposes

1 Fullz is a slang term meaning packages of individuals’ identifying information, including an individual’s name, social security number, birth 
date, account numbers, etc.

6
Personal and financial data continues to be abundantly traded on the underground 
economy with “fullz”1 including payment card details and associated personal data 
being traded for as little as $1 usD each through ”dark web marketplaces”
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introDuCtion 

With the increasing digitalization of our everyday lives, both business and personal, the touch points 
by which threat actors seek to exploit our interactions continually increase. 

organizations are further adopting digital technologies to increase their interactions; as these digital 
technologies become more commonplace, our approaches to using them become more comfortable 
and provide countless benefits. Conversely, the pervasiveness of digital interactions in our daily lives 
exposes us to cyberattacks, threats, and risks. nefarious threat actors are constantly evolving to 
exploit vulnerabilities at all layers, especially the human element.

While many organizations consider themselves to be well 
protected, threat actors continue to demonstrate, time and 
time again, that organizations are only as strong as their 
weakest link, be that a socially engineered employee or a 
compromised third-party supplier providing an attack vector 
through a trust relationship.

This inaugural trend report summarizes the findings of 
Cyberint researchers during 2019 based on gathered threat 
intelligence and the outcomes of investigations into various 
incidents. in addition to providing an overview of the current 
threat landscape, subsequent iterations of this report will 
enable defenders to understand how threats are evolving and 
how to better protect themselves.

While new threats continue to pose a problem to defenders 
and researchers alike, threat actors continue to reuse classic 
tactics, techniques, and procedures (ttPs) in their campaigns. 
as such, the use of emails with malicious attachments or links 
continue to be the most common initial infection vector, and 
we continue to see years-old threats being deployed in new 
attacks, orchestrated by both high and low sophistication 
threat actors.

While new threats 
continue to pose a 
problem to defenders 
and researchers alike, 
threat actors continue 
to reuse classic tactics, 
techniques, and 
procedures (ttPs) in 
their campaigns. as such, 
the use of emails with 
malicious attachments 
or links continue to be 
the most common initial 
infection vector
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Previously it was easy to understand the motivations of many 
mainstream threat actor groups, for example, nation-state 
threat actors conduct cyberwarfare and espionage campaigns 
while organized cybercriminal gangs conduct high-value 
financially motivated attacks. With advancements in the 
capabilities of both nation-states and cybercriminals, the lines 
between have blurred: some nation-state threat actors have 
become increasingly financially motivated while organized 
cybercriminal gangs seemingly appear to be getting involved 
in cyberespionage campaigns. Furthermore, the ttPs 
previously reserved for nation-state threat actors are being 
widely used by organized cybercriminals, perhaps suggesting 
that the same individuals have a foot in both camps.

in addition to providing 
an overview of this 
year’s threat landscape, 
the trends observed 
enable defenders to 
better understand the 
ttPs currently utilized by 
adversaries, helping them 
to make better decisions 
about managing risk 
and ultimately better 
protecting themselves in 
the coming years
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metHoDoLoGy & Data sourCes
Cyberint’s argos™ threat intelligence suite

in the process of preparing research papers, conducting investigations and performing incident 
response, CyberInt researchers collect, categorize and correlate intelligence findings and various 
indicators of compromise (ioCs) that further enrich Cyberint’s threat intelligence-driven detection 
and response offering for the benefit of all customers and partners. 

mitre att&CK™ Framework

The MITRE ATT&CK™ framework, officially described as “a globally accessible knowledge base 
of adversary tactics and techniques based on real-world observations,” provides a method of 
structuring threat intelligence findings to allow comparisons between threat groups and their 
campaigns. this structured approach to documenting attack observations allows defenders to better 
understand these threats and can lead to a better understanding of risk as well as informed decision-
making, especially when applying security countermeasures for specific attack tactics or techniques.

using the mitre att&CK™ framework, Cyberint researchers map events to the appropriate att&CK 
tactic and technique when recording details of threat actors and their attack behaviors. in addition to 
providing researchers with the ability identify groups of activity through pivots and correlation, the 
threat intelligence produced, including robust indicators of compromise (ioC), can be leveraged in 
other investigations and incident response exercises as well as providing outputs for customers that 
will allow them to both understand and defend against relevant threats.

Data analysis

Wherever possible, anonymized victimology data is recorded for each event or incident, such as the 
industry and region, to provide a broader understanding of the threat actor’s motives and focus. this 
data, along with the att&CK Framework, is bolstered by analysts and researchers based worldwide 
to supplement their intelligence and investigation skills with industry-specific knowledge as well as a 
strategic understanding of worldwide events and geopolitics.

the combination of best-of-breed technology, data and human expertise provides broad visibility 
of the overall threat landscape and allows tailored threat intelligence to be delivered to customers 
based on an understanding of their organizational needs, the broader risks faced by their industry 
and any regional nuances or geopolitical sensitivities.
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GLoBaL

inDustries unDer attaCK in 2019: 
GLoBaL anD reGionaL PersPeCtive

emea aPaC ameriCas

Financial services are clearly the most targeted industry worldwide and hold the unfortunate top rank in 
all regions. While Government victims are notably ranked second in aPaC and emea -- somewhat to be 
expected with nation-state sponsored activity -- they rank fifth in the Americas behind other industries.  
Retail, another obvious target for financially motivated threat actors, is ranked third across all regions.
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the rat Pack

utilized across the board in countless campaigns, remote 
access trojans (rat) allow threat actors to gain remote 
control of victim machines and include a number of 
common capabilities such as remote desktop, remote shell, 
keylogging, hardware access (including attached camera 
and microphone), screen capture, file upload/download, 
and process manipulation (the ability to start or kill other 
programs).

the versatility of modern a rat ensures that it is a common 
tool within the threat actor’s arsenal and is often deployed 
as part of a larger operation, such as gathering intelligence 
during a reconnaissance phase and deploying other, more 
specialized threats.

as can be seen in the most prevalent rat threats observed in 
2019 (Figure 2), there is often a fine line between legitimate 
”remote administration tools” and nefarious ”remote 
access trojans”, especially given that ”cracked” versions of 
commercial tools, those being illegitimate copies with license 
restrictions removed, are readily available on underground 
forums . 

there is often a fine 
line between legitimate 
”remote administration 
tools” and nefarious 
”remote access trojans”, 
especially given that 
”cracked” versions of 
commercial tools, those 
being illegitimate copies 
with license restrictions 
removed, are readily 
available on underground 
forums.

2019 most PrevaLent remote aCCess trojan (rat)

NanoCore NetWire Xpert REMCOS

Gh0st RAT FlawedAmmyy Konni
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”remCos,” a seemingly ”legitimate” commercial remote 
access tool, was identified as the most prevalent RAT during 
2019 and, as seen in the attacks perpetrated by ta505 using 
the commercial tool ”remote manipulator system,” this yet 
again demonstrates that threat actors are keeping things 
simple and using off-the-shelf tools for nefarious purposes. 
the use of remCos and other commercial tools provides 
a number of benefits to threat actors, namely the ability 
to rapidly deploy threats without the need to invest in the 
development of their own custom toolset and, perhaps, more 
importantly, the potential ability to bypass security controls 
that trust commercial tools, especially if those are already 
legitimately used within the target network. 

aside from threat actors (ab) using commercial tools, many 
tried and tested threats have had their source code leaked 
over time, leading to the creation of numerous variants. one 
such example of this is ”Gh0st rat” and its variants, which 
are grouped and identified due to artefacts remaining in the 
threat’s code, its behaviors and, in this case, the presence of 
”Gh0st” within command and control (C2) communications.

 \Please refer to ”appendix C” for a summary of the other prevalent 
rat threats observed during 2019.

Financial motivations, Financials most targeted

Attacks against financial organizations, accounting for a third of all targeted industries, vary widely in 
capability and sophistication. While widespread phishing campaigns and specialist banking malware 
threats target retail bank customers worldwide, the financial industry has increasingly been targeted 
by highly sophisticated threat actors seeking to compromise backend financial systems  that will 
potentially net millions for organized cybercriminal gangs or nation-state sponsored groups.

Much like widespread campaigns, many of the highly sophisticated attacks against the financial 
industry appear to commence with spear-phishing emails and malicious attachments sent to key 
employees within the target organization. Following an initial compromise, these threats establish 
a foothold from which the threat can pivot, locate and then compromise specific backend systems 
such as those related to atm infrastructure. 

not just the reserve of organized cybercriminal gangs, nation-state threat actors such as the 
Democratic People’s republic of Korea (DPrK), have been attributed to a number of these 
highly sophisticated, high-gain financially motivated attacks against both interbank systems and 
cryptocurrency exchanges. although the DPrK has traditionally focused on politically motivated 

While widespread 
phishing campaigns 
and specialist banking 
malware threats target 
retail bank customers 
worldwide, the financial 
industry has increasingly 
been targeted by 
highly sophisticated 
threat actors seeking to 
compromise backend 
financial systems 
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cyberespionage campaigns, predominantly targeting south 
Korean and american (usa) interests, economic sanctions are 
likely responsible for increased interest in financial attacks. 
While high-value electronic transfers and cash-out schemes 
have been attributed to the DPrK, cryptocurrency theft will 
likely be a simpler and potentially more profitably avenue for 
them as it is undoubtedly easier to move across borders and 
launder the funds anonymously.

Given the nature of these highly sophisticated attacks 
conducted by well-resourced organized cybercriminal gangs 
or nation-state sponsored groups, many share traits with 
attacks against other high-value targets such as Government 
and critical infrastructure organizations targeted in cyber-
espionage campaigns.

the continued crossover in tactics, techniques and 
procedures (ttPs) utilized by both organized crime and 
nation-state threat actors suggests that the individuals 
involved may be involved in both groups. this may indicate 
that some nation-state trained individuals are supplementing 
their government salaries by providing expertise to, or 
leading, criminal operations. Conversely, cybercriminals may 
be contracted by nation-states to perform campaigns on 
their behalf, perhaps providing a level of plausible deniability 
if their attacks are discovered . 

those conducting less sophisticated campaigns, such as widespread and indiscriminate phishing 
attacks, are often profiled as young individuals or participants of smaller less organized groups 
typically focused on stealing credentials and payment card data of retail bank brands, online retailers 
and streaming media service providers that can be easily abused or resold.

While many widespread and indiscriminate campaigns are conducted worldwide by threat actors 
located in other regions, some campaigns appear to be conducted on a more local or regional level. 
threat actors conducting attacks within the same region in which they live undoubtedly allows 
the creation of lures and threats that appear more convincing due to the use of native language 
and terminology garnered from their localized knowledge. that being said, given that the threat 
actor will be within the same jurisdiction as their victim, localized attacks may lead to a higher 
risk of prosecution although many may be motivated by the fact that their ill-gotten gains will, in 
many cases, be easier to monetize, launder or cash-out by negating the need for any cross-border 
transaction.

examples of localized attack behavior observed during 2019 included banking malware campaigns 
conducted by cybercriminal gangs operating out of Brazil and other Latin-american countries 

some nation-state 
trained individuals are 
supplementing their 
government salaries 
by providing expertise 
to, or leading, criminal 
operations. Conversely, 
cybercriminals may be 
contracted by nation-
states to perform 
campaigns on their 
behalf, perhaps providing 
a level of plausible 
deniability if their attacks 
are discovered
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targeting victims only from Latin-speaking countries.  additionally, retail banking customers in asian 
countries were repeatedly targeted by local threat actors throughout 2019 such as seen in attacks 
against Philippine banking brands by less sophisticated individuals and groups of “friends” using off-
the-shelf phishing kits.

In the latter case, a Philippines-based threat actor group was identified as creating and sharing 
access to a phishing collaboration platform (Figure 3) that allowed other “individual” threat actors 
to manage less-sophisticated phishing attacks against retail banks in the region. in addition to 
providing an easy-to-use interface to gather, share and view stolen personal and payment card data, 
the platform provided access to phishing kits that would enable new campaigns to be launched. 
Furthermore, the platform gamified” the attacks by providing a leader board and scoring system for 
contributions.

Figure 3 - Phishing collaboration platform identified as used by threat actors in the Philippines

Dedicated Banking Threats

Given that financial gains are the 
overwhelming motivation for many threat 
actors, the continued prevalence of 
dedicated banking threats (Figure 4) with 
their constant evolution and nefarious 
ingenuity. 

Figure 4 – 2019 most prevalent banking threats
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tracing their roots back to the mid-to-late 2000s, many of 
these decade-plus old threats have evolved to be modular, 
allowing the threat actor to enable additional functionality 
or bundle additional malicious payloads that perform other 
nefarious activities.

typically distributed through mass spam campaigns 
indiscriminately targeting specific regions, victims are lured 
into to opening malicious attachments or clicking malicious 
links leading to their compromise and installation of the 
banking threat. subsequently, these threats often use a 
combination of credential stealing techniques and web 
injections to attempt to gain access to and transfer funds 
from victims’ bank accounts. 

of the campaigns observed in 2019, trickbot was the most 
prevalent banking threat and has evolved since being first 
identified in 2016 to target non-financial accounts, including 
us-based mobile telecoms providers. it has also been 
reported that the modular features of trickbot include the 
ability to harvest credentials and steal cryptocurrency.

Gozi, the second most prevalent banking threat, has been 
responsible for attacks since 2007. While the original authors 
of Gozi were convicted in 2016, numerous source code leaks 
have ensured that variants of Gozi continue to evolve and 
pose a threat to customers of financial institutions.

 \Please refer to ”appendix a” for a summary of the other banking 
threats observed during 2019.

retail: threats from all angles

as internet-based sales rise year-over-year (Figure 5), cyberattacks against the retail industry 
continued to come from all angles, with financially motivated threat actors predominantly seeking 
to infiltrate and obtain payment card data ”en masse.” With attacks targeting both retailers and their 
customers, it’s necessary to protect the online shopping process and customer journey end-to-end as 
well as the systems deployed within corporate locations and ”bricks-and-mortar” outlets. 

typically distributed 
through mass spam 
campaigns indiscriminately 
targeting specific regions, 
victims are lured into 
to opening malicious 
attachments or clicking 
malicious links leading 
to their compromise and 
installation of the banking 
threat. subsequently, 
these threats often use a 
combination of credential 
stealing techniques 
and web injections to 
attempt to gain access to 
and transfer funds from 
victims’ bank accounts
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the retail industry, much like the retail bank sector of 
the financial industry, needs not only to protect its own 
infrastructure and employees, but also its brand and 
protecting customers. in addition to customers being 
targeted by brand-abusing phishing campaigns, luring 
victims into surrendering personal and financial data, third-
party data leaks are regularly used in credential stuffing 
attacks against online retailers and service providers in an 
attempt to compromise customer accounts.

attacks leading to compromised customer accounts can 
result in material losses for both the customer and retailer, 
especially when dealing with physical goods, be it through 
fraudulent transactions, order redirection or the theft of 
credit or gift card balances. Putting this into perspective, 
January 2019 saw some 773 million credentials offered for 
sale as the infamous “Collection #1“ archive (Figure 6) and offered would-be credential stuffing 
attackers a treasure trove of potential accounts to hijack . even with only a small proportion of the 
credentials being valid and reused across multiple services, the return on investment is incredibly 
high and requires little effort. With automated tools, known as ”account checkers” and ”credential 
stuffers,” readily available on various underground forums, threat actors can easily bulk process 
credential sets, known as ”combos,” to flag valid accounts and then abuse or resell these.

Figure 5 - internet sales as a % of total retail sales 
[Source: UK Office for National Statistics]

january 2019 saw some 773 
million credentials offered 
for sale as the infamous 
“Collection #1“ archive 
(Figure 6) and offered 
would-be credential 
stuffing attackers a 
treasure trove of potential 
accounts to hijack .
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With data breaches becoming a common occurrence, 
organizations need to ensure that credentials and other 
personal data are adequately protected; furthermore, 
individuals should be encouraged to practice good credential 
hygiene and not reuse the same values across multiple 
services. the combination of credential sets being exposed 
and password reuse continues to ensure that credential 
stuffing attacks pose a threat to all online retailers and service 
providers, especially as the account checking and credential 
tools are readily available easily used by less sophisticated 
threat actors. 

Web skimming, made infamous by the 
”magecart” attacks throughout 2018, 
remain a threat to online retailers as 
multiple threat actor groups continue to 
target ecommerce checkout processes. 
While many early magecart attacks 
involved the direct compromise of 
retailer’s ecommerce platforms, such 
as those provided by magento, many 
successful breaches appear to be the 
result of attacking the ecommerce supply 
chain and compromising third-party 
service providers that provide trusted 
scripts deployed on checkout pages, such 
as advertising agencies and visitor analytic 
organizations. 

Figure 6 - Credential collections offered for sale in January 2019

With automated tools, 
known as ”account 
checkers” and ”credential 
stuffers,” readily available 
on various underground 
forums, threat actors 
can easily bulk process 
credential sets, known 
as ”combos,” to flag valid 
accounts and then abuse 
or resell these
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Figure 7 - Decoded ‘magecart’ resource from code injected into an ecommerce site

With data breaches becoming a common occurrence, 
organizations need to ensure that credentials and other 
personal data are adequately protected; furthermore, 
individuals should be encouraged to practice good 
credential hygiene and not reuse the same values across 
multiple services. the combination of credential sets 
being exposed and password reuse continues to ensure 
that credential stuffing attacks pose a threat to all online 
retailers and service providers, especially as the account 
checking and credential tools are readily available easily 
used by less sophisticated threat actors. 

Web skimming, made infamous by the ”magecart” 
attacks throughout 2018, remain a threat to online 
retailers as multiple threat actor groups continue to 
target ecommerce checkout processes. While many 
early magecart attacks involved the direct compromise 
of retailer’s ecommerce platforms, such as those 
provided by magento, many successful breaches appear 
to be the result of attacking the ecommerce supply 
chain and compromising third-party service providers 
that provide trusted scripts deployed on checkout 
pages, such as advertising agencies and visitor analytic 
organizations. 

Largely invisible to the average customer and often 
remaining undetected by retailers for extended periods 
of time, these skimmer script attacks silently exfiltrate 
customer payment card data and, depending on the 
size of the retailer, can result in tens, if not hundreds, of 
thousands of customers’ data being compromised. as 
these attacks yield high volumes of stolen payment card 

Web skimming, made 
infamous by the ”magecart” 
attacks throughout 2018, 
remain a threat to online 
retailers as multiple threat 
actor groups continue to 
target ecommerce checkout 
processes. While many early 
magecart attacks involved 
the direct compromise 
of retailer’s ecommerce 
platforms, such as those 
provided by magento, many 
successful breaches appear 
to be the result of attacking 
the ecommerce supply 
chain and compromising 
third-party service providers 
that provide trusted scripts 
deployed on checkout 
pages, such as advertising 
agencies and visitor analytic 
organizations.
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data, it is understood that the threat actors responsible are offloading ”fullz,” -- payment card data 
with associated personal details, on various underground ”carding” sites and marketplaces with some 
sets fetching up to us $69 each based on the credit limit or type.

the theft of payment card data, regardless of source, also poses a fraudulent transaction threat to 
the retail industry. While many stolen card details are used to purchase gift cards and digital credit 
that can be easily monetized, such as those for third-party retailers and services, high-value and 
highly desirable physical goods are often purchased for resale. in addition to having these items sent 
to “drop” addresses that aren’t directly linked to the threat actor, many underground marketplaces 
offer “carding” services in which high-value goods can be obtained at 40-70% of their retail price by 
a threat actor, who makes the purchase fraudulently and has the item shipped to the unscrupulous 
customer.

it is not only online retail that needs to consider digital risk. While mastercard2 has previously 
reported that digital fraud is four times higher than point-of-sale (Pos) fraud, memory scraping 
malware and physical fraud devices are readily available from underground marketplaces and can be 
used to gather payment card data from Pos systems that process physical card transactions. often, 
the remote or distributed nature of brick-and-mortar retail outlets, often outside well-protected 
enterprise environments, can result in systems being neglected or over exposed from a security 
standpoint. As such, many PoS systems offer an easy target for threat actors seeking to deploy PoS 
memory scraping malware along with other threats, such as remote access trojans, to maintain 
access and exfiltrate payment card data to remote command and control (C2) infrastructure.

the impact of compromised payment card data is, of course, not limited to the retail industry, 
especially given that the financial industry refunds many fraudulent transactions that, according to 
research published by the nilson report3 , amounted to payment card fraud losses of over us $22 
billion worldwide in 2018.

many attackers also seek to exploit the retail industry during peak sales periods, such as those 
surrounding holidays or regional events. Keyword and search engine manipulation techniques, often 
associated with “blackhat search engine optimization (seo)“ activity, may result in brand reputation 
issues such as fake coupons, surveys and competitions being pushed through popular search engines 
when customers attempt to find a legitimate site. These nefarious sites often utilize branding and 
terminology to pose as the targeted retailer and, aside from generating ”pay-per-click” or referral 
revenue for the threat actor, may attempt to gather personal data from customers for later abuse. 
attacks of this nature are not limited to search engine results and are also often pushed via social 
media posts with the offer of “gift cards” or other prizes to lure victims into clicking on nefarious 
links.

2 mastercard market intelligence report: accelerating digital commerce (may 2019)
3 https://nilsonreport.com/content_promo.php?id_promo=8#

https://nilsonreport.com/content_promo.php%3Fid_promo%3D8%23
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Government targets: Cyber espionage & Geopolitics

While many governments deny the use of offensive capabilities, nation-state cyberespionage and 
warfare operations are part of a continuing worldwide cyber arms race. 

nation-state sponsored espionage groups continue to conduct worldwide data gathering 
operations against foreign government and military targets, as well as private businesses, leading to 
Governments being the second most targeted after the Financials industry. While some nation-state 
sponsored threat actors actively steal data from private businesses, targeting intellectual property 
that can be leveraged for their own strategic gains, these actions, such as often attributed to the 
People’s Republic of China (PRC), are regularly denied by their officials.

While the official word from most governments 
is to ”oppose” or ”refute” any accusation of cyber 
wrongdoing, the Democratic People’s republic of 
Korea (DPrK) and the People’s republic of China (PrC) 
have been prolific in their campaigns against both 
internal threats as well as other nations. in particular, 
the geopolitical climate in aPaC provides numerous 
motivations for cyberattacks including the involvement 
of the PrC in south China sea territorial disputes as well 
as continuing sanctions against the DPrK and tensions 
within the Korean Peninsula. 

Cyberwarfare and politically motivated operations 
against targets in the south China sea are often linked 
to PrC nation-state activity although some, especially 
cases of cyber-vandalism such as website defacement, 
are seemingly conducted by independent or unaffiliated 
groups. While “patriotic” cybercriminal groups may 
launch attacks that align with their nation’s politics, 
overt actions can also serve as a convenient mechanism 
to maintain plausible deniability for government 
orchestrated activities.

similar to nation-state activity within the aPaC region, 
tensions within the middle east continue to manifest 
themselves as cyberattacks against interests both inside 
and outside the region with iranian-nexus threat actor 
groups being attributed to a number of cyberattacks 
against private businesses and governments.

events involving Government targets in the americas 
occur less frequently than in aPaC and emea although 

as previously mentioned, 
the line between nation-
state and organized 
cybercriminal gang threat 
actors continues to blur with 
obvious crossover in both 
the ttPs employed and the 
threat actor’s motivations. 
Potentially operating in both 
spheres, ttPs previously 
observed in nation-state 
advanced persistent 
threat (aPt) campaigns 
are now regularly seen in 
advanced attacks seemingly 
orchestrated by organized 
cybercriminal gangs
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proportionally this may indicate that other industries are more commonly and frequently attacked. 
notably, organizations in manufacturing and materials industries appear to be targeted more so than 
seen in other regions. much of this activity may include cyberespionage attacks seeking to acquire 
intellectual property.

as previously mentioned, the line between nation-state and organized cybercriminal gang threat 
actors continues to blur with obvious crossover in both the ttPs employed and the threat actor’s 
motivations. Potentially operating in both spheres, ttPs previously observed in nation-state 
advanced persistent threat (aPt) campaigns are now regularly seen in advanced attacks seemingly 
orchestrated by organized cybercriminal gangs.  Meanwhile, off-the-shelf and underground attack 
tools are being observed as widely deployed by nation-state threat actors. although organized 
cybercriminals have been traditionally financially motivated, instances of espionage-type activity 
have been observed, potentially indicating that groups are acting as “mercenaries” or ”hackers 
for hire” to provide a convenient and deniable avenue for nation-states to conduct operations. 
Conversely, financially motivated nation-state sponsored activity has been observed as stealing 
millions from international banks and cryptocurrency exchanges, traditionally the reserve of 
sophisticated organized cybercriminal gangs.

Prevalence of Nation-State Threat Actors 

although less sophisticated individuals and small groups of threat actors continue to pose a threat, 
nation-state sponsored threat actors dominate the top ten most prevalent threat actors observed 
during 2019. With the exception of Anunak and Buhtrap, both of which are financially motivated 
organized cybercriminal gangs, the prevalence of nation-state threat actors may be attributed to 
the broad publication and analysis of their campaigns, especially given that many national Computer 
emergency response teams (Cert) share details of attacks to help organizations better protect 
themselves. 

most PrevaLent 2019 tHreat aCtors

Chrysene

APT32
EI 

Machete

BuhTrap Anunak

DragonOK Covellite

APT34 APT33
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Following the same trends as observed across the board during 2019, specifically the use of tried-
and-tested tactics, techniques and procedures (ttPs) such as phishing emails and malicious 
attachments, the TTPs used by the top 10 prevalent threat actors are no different.

Hellsing is a nation-state sponsored threat actor that has previously targeted diplomatic and 
Government targets in southeast asia and the united states, consistent with the reported People’s 
Republic of China (PRC) affiliation. Reportedly sharing infrastructure and TTPs with other PRC 
nation-state sponsored groups, Hellsing has utilized targeted email campaigns to send weaponized 
Microsoft Word documents and rich-text format files to exploit victims and then drop remote access 
trojans. Subsequently, reconnaissance activity and data exfiltration has taken place to obtain data 
benefiting the nation-state sponsor.

Campaigns attributed to aPt32, also known as oceanLotus, are believed to align with vietnamese 
nation-state objectives and have seen the targeting of both government and private organizations 
in regional neighbors, including Cambodia, China and Laos as well as organizations in southeast asia, 
europe and north america. 

Utilizing common techniques such as malicious file attachments, decoy documents and watering-
hole attacks that distribute fake software installers, aPt32 deploys various trojan payloads to 
facilitate reconnaissance of the victim, data theft for competitive and/or political means, and even 
the suppression of free speech when dissidents and journalists have been targeted. 

 \Please refer to ”appendix B” for a summary of the other prevalent threat actors observed during 2019.
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unDerGrounD eConomy 
& MARKETPLACES

often the outlet for compromised data, especially stolen payment cards, the underground economy 
-- the unregulated marketplaces and nefarious transactions conducted upon them -- continues to 
remain buoyant despite a number of popular (Tor hidden service) marketplaces going offline in 2019.

Figure 7 – 2019 underground economy marketplace closures

4 https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/xdedic-marketplace-shut-down-in-international-operation 
5 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-40788266 
6 https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/double-blow-to-dark-web-marketplaces

xDedic Marketplace
A site facilitating the sale of 
credentials for compromised 
systems, was taken down by 

law enforcement4 
(Figure 8, left)

Silkkitie
Also known as valhalla 

marketplace, taken down by 
law enforcement6

Wall Street Market
Reportedly the second 

largest marketplace with 
more than 1.1 million buyer 
accounts, 5,400 vendors 
and 63,000 listings, was 

reportedly in the midst of 
an exit scam when the site 

was taken down by law 
enforcement 

(Figure 8, right)

Dream Market
A marketplace that saw 
a massive influx of users 

following law enforcement 
takedowns of Alphabay and 
Hansa in 20175, announced 
in march that it would be 

shut down on 30 April 2019 
prompting fears of an exit 

scam or compromise by law 
enforcement

Nightmare Market
Went offline, prompting 

speculation of an exit scam 
in which administrators steal 

the site’s cryptocurrency 
reserves and disappear. 

Subsequent statements from 
the marketplace alleged 

that a former administrator 
compromised the site and 
stole cryptocurrency from 

some vendors

Silk Road 3.1
yet another marketplace 

capitalizing on the ”brand” 
of the infamous first modern 
marketplace taken down in 

2013, remains in flux following 
reports of a possible exit 

scam or theft of funds by a 
former administrator

https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/xdedic-marketplace-shut-down-in-international-operation
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-40788266
https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/double-blow-to-dark-web-marketplaces
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as to be expected when dealing with criminals, the underground economy can be fraught with 
danger for any would-be participant. Aside from it being difficult to build and maintain trust among 
sellers, buyers and marketplaces, phishing, infighting, denial of service attacks by business rivals and 
cryptocurrency thefts are commonplace, notwithstanding ongoing law enforcement, intelligence 
and security community activity.

understanding the nature and value of goods and services traded on these nefarious marketplaces 
through monitoring of the underground economy and other dark web sources, provides intelligence 
of use to both cybersecurity and brand protection teams as well as those responsible for monitoring 
and protecting customers from financial and retail fraud. 

in addition to identifying instances of brand abuse, new cyber-attack tools and services can often be 
discovered as well as details of personal, financial or corporate data being offered for sale following 
a breach. In many cases, the identification of compromised data on underground, deep or dark web 
sources can be the first indication of a major breach, be that an outside threat actor gaining access or 
even an insider selling privileged information.

market rates 

Based on ongoing monitoring of the underground economy, the following tables offer an overview 
of the observed cost of goods and services during 2019 that are potentially of interest to brand 
protection and cybersecurity teams. as to be expected, buying ”in bulk” will often result in lower unit 
costs and as such, the prices have been broken down to provide a ”per unit” cost where possible.

Figure 8 – Law enforcement takedown notices (xDedic; Wall street market)
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Financial Gain 

Used for direct financial gain and to facilitate further financial fraud, accounts are typically acquired 
through compromise or purchased using stolen/fraudulent payment cards.

PRODuCT/SERvICE PRICE (uS $) COMMENTS

Bank account with 
Balance $0.02 – $0.06/per $1 balance Likely obtained through phishing or 

malware

Bank account for Cash-
out $190 – $280/each Potentially created using fraudulent or 

stolen iDs

Cash-out service $0.14 – $0.24/per $1 From illegitimate funds to a ”clean” 
account or crypto

Compromised Payment 
Card $0.02 – $0.10/per $1 limit often from compromised Pos or 

skimmer (digital or physical)

Compromised Payment 
Card ”Dump” $47 – $69/each Card track data obtained from physical 

skimmer

Compromised Payment 
Card ‘Fullz’ $1 – $69/each Card number, expiration date, Cvv, 

name, address, email & phone

Digital marketplace Gift 
Card $0.23 – $0.60/per $1 balance includes mobile application stores and 

game platforms

online Gaming account $0.07 – $0.10/per $1 balance Casino and similar gaming balances for 
abuse or cash out

online Payment account 
with Balance $0.01 – $0.26/per $1 balance Premium for ”verified” accounts in 

certain regions

online Payment account 
transfer $0.07 – $0.50/per $1 balance made from compromised accounts to 

”clean” accounts

Prepaid Payment Card $0.03 – $0.45/per $1 balance Cards issued by american express, 
mastercard & visa

retailer account $8 – $35 For fraudulent transactions and 
purchase redirection

retailer Gift Card $0.18 – $0.38/per $1 balance includes brick & mortar retailers as well 
as online

email account $1 – $10/each Premium for compromised business 
domain accounts

Table 1 – Market rates – product/services for financial gain
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service” Gain 

used to access to legitimate services, ”Lifetime” accounts are likely purchased using stolen/
fraudulent payment cards as opposed to being compromised accounts.

PRODuCT/SERvICE PRICE (uS $) COMMENTS

airline Loyalty account $1/each Loyalty points balance unspecified

”Carded” Products 40% - 70% of cost Consumer electronics purchased using 
stolen cards

”Fullz” iD Package (name, 
address, date of birth, iD) $2 – $14/each iD typically government issued (e.g. 

ssn or equivalent)

Health insurance Card $149/each Facilitates free access to healthcare 
services

Premium subscription $49 – $59/each includes news, online learning and 
stock photo subscriptions

streaming media 
account

$1 – $12/each 
$45 – $59/each 
‘Lifetime’

includes audio and video services, 
premium for sports

travel Bookings 10% – 40% of cost Purchase of travel and accommodation

vPn account
$4 – $12/each 
$45 – $59/each 
‘Lifetime’

Legitimate services used for online 
privacy/anonymity

table 2 – market rates – product/services for ‘service’ gain

identity theft

stolen data may originate from data breaches, malicious insiders or phishing campaigns.

PRODuCT/SERvICE PRICE (uS $) COMMENTS

Fake Document scan $49 – $69/each Creation of fake identity scan based on 
supplied photograph

Official Document Scan $5 – $35/each includes passports, licenses, statements 
and utility bills

Official ID & Document 
templates $10 – $55/each Facilitate the creation of cloned or fake 

identities
”Selfie” Package (Photo, 
Official ID & Document 
scan)

$40 – $57/each Complete set for identity theft and 
online verification

table 2 – market rates – product/services for ‘service’ gain
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Counterfeits

Physical items used for ”real world” fraud such as purchasing physical goods or obtaining services 
through the creation of fraudulent accounts.

PRODuCT/SERvICE PRICE (uS $) COMMENTS

Currency (auD) $0.03 – $0.04/per au $1 exchange rate: au $1 = $0.69

Currency (CaD) $0.03 – $0.04/per Ca $1 exchange rate: Ca $1 = $0.76

Currency (eur) $0.05 – $0.65/per €1 exchange rate: €1 = $1.11

Currency (GBP) $0.05 – $0.06/per £1 exchange rate: £1 = $1.23

Currency (inr) $0.49 - $0.50/per ₹100 Exchange rate: ₹100 = $1.39

Currency (usD) $0.05 – $0.60/per $1

Driver’s License 
(Legitimate) $299 – $599/each ”insider” created including 

corresponding database entry

Driver’s License 
(“undetectable” Fake) $99/each

Government issued iD 
(“undetectable” Fake) $299/each excludes passport

Government issued iD 
(Legitimate) $599 – $749/each “insider” created including 

corresponding database entry

Passport 
(Legitimate) $1,799 – $2,299/each “insider” created including 

corresponding database entry

Passport 
(“undetectable” Fake) $899/each

table 4 – market rates – counterfeit product/services

underground services

various services used by criminals and threat actors to facilitate other criminal or nefarious activities.

PRODuCT/SERvICE PRICE (uS $) COMMENTS

anonymous sim $17/each For “burner” phones/ anonymous 
communications

Compromised Host (Bot 
network) $60 – $99/1,000 victims allows control of bots to launch DDos/

spam campaigns

Distributed Denial of service 
(DDos) $28 – $160/day Dependent on target site and duration 

of attack
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PRODuCT/SERvICE PRICE (uS $) COMMENTS

Guides/tutorials $0 – $22/each include carding, cash out, drop 
methods and refund guides

Hacker for Hire 
(Compromise email) $50 – 179

Hacker for Hire 
(Compromise message app) $99 – $299

Hacker for Hire 
(Compromise social media) $50 - $199

Hacker for Hire 
(Clone sim) $599

Proxy Pool $0.03 – $0.08/per proxy Compromised host configured to proxy 
traffic

remote Desktop $3 – $15/each Compromised Windows host, price 
depends on capabilities

ssH $1 – $20/each Compromised *nix host, price depends 
on capabilities

table 5 – market rates – ‘underground’ product/services

malware

in addition to new threats being made available on various dark/deep web marketplaces, typically 
for a premium, many malicious threats are shared amongst closed groups and subsequently leaked 
for resale.

PRODuCT/SERvICE PRICE (uS $) COMMENTS

ardamax $4 Keylogger

Black Hole exploit Kit $0 – $2 exploit kit & botnet; Previously leaked/
circulated

Blackshades rat 5.5.1 $0 – $2 remote access trojan; Previously 
leaked/circulated

Bleeding Life exploit Kit $0 – $2 exploit kit & botnet; Previously leaked/
circulated

Citadel rain $0 – $2 spyware; Previously leaked/circulated

Cryptoshuffler $62 Cryptocurrency stealer

Cutlet maker $500 allows cash out from vulnerable atms

Diamond rat $0 – $3 remote access trojan; Previously 
leaked/circulated

inpivx 
$15 – $300/per component $500/full package inc. source ransomware with source code options 

available
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PRODuCT/SERvICE PRICE (uS $) COMMENTS

megaCortex 10%/per $1,000 ransom ransomware as a service (raas) on a 
commission basis

Microsoft Office Exploit 
Builder (various) $0.65 – $2 Per installation or per exploit generated

neutrino $0 – $2 exploit kit & botnet; Previously leaked/
circulated

Plotus-D $6,500 allows cash out from vulnerable atms

Pony v2.0 $0 – $2 stealer; Previously leaked/circulated

ranion $120 – $158/month ransomware as a service (raas) on a 
monthly basis

smsBot $0 – $1 infects android via sms spam; 
Previously leaked/circulated

Zeus $0 – $2 exploit kit & botnet; Previously leaked/
circulated

table 6 – market rates – malware product/services

malicious Hardware

Devices used to compromise point of sale (Pos) systems and automatic teller machines (atm) to 
gather payment card data from physical cards.

PRODuCT/SERvICE PRICE (uS $) COMMENTS

atm skimmer (Deep insert) $1,400 - $1,500 internal card skimmer (harder to 
detect)

atm skimmer (Full Kit) $1,500 external card skimmer, Pin pad and 
Gsm modules

emv skimmer $1,600 atm and Pos, inserts into card slot to 
target the emv chip

Gas Pump skimmer $850 – $1,400 inserted inside a pay-at-pump system 
to skim card data

Gsm skimmer $1,900 Claims to intercept traffic from GSM-
based Pos terminals

magnetic strip skimmer $100 – $300 used by nefarious insiders to “swipe” 
cards that they handle

Pos skimmer $900 Card skimmer and Pin pad overlay

rogue Pos terminal $900 – $1,200 Modified POS terminals with code to 
steal card data & Pin

table 7 – market rates – malicious hardware product/services
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2019 Key event DeeP Dive

Countless attacks demonstrate that threat actors are continuing to adopt the ”keep it simple” 
approach, reusing the same old tried and tested tactics, techniques and procedures (ttPs) as 
evidenced by the top 10 most observed mitre att&CK techniques in 2019 (table 8). 

ID TEChNIquE (TACTIC) DESCRIPTION

1 t1012 Query registry 
(Discovery)

interaction with the Windows registry to gather 
system and configuration information

2 t1064 scripting 
(Defense evasion; execution)

use of scripting languages to perform multiple 
actions; Can be embedded within decoy files

3 t1106 execution through aPi 
(execution)

utilize Windows application programming interface 
(aPi) to execute binary payloads

4 t1059 Command-Line interface 
(execution)

interacting with the command-line interface, locally 
or remotely, allows the execution of processes

5 t1086 Powershell 
(execution)

Powershell, as with ”scripting,” can be used 
to perform a number of tasks such as payload 
execution

6 t1071
standard application Layer 
Protocol 
(Command and Control)

use of standard protocols such as HttP and HttPs 
allows malicious traffic to blend with the legitimate

7 t1043 Commonly used Port 
(Command and Control)

as with protocols, the use of rarely blocked common 
ports allows malicious activity to be blended

8 t1041
Exfiltration Over Command and 
Control Channel 
(Exfiltration)

Data exfiltration occurs over the same C2 channel 
using the same protocol/port (see t1071 & t1043)

9 t1129
execution through module 
Load 
(execution)

uses the Windows module loader to load dynamic 
link library payloads from arbitrary paths

10 t1203
exploitation for Client 
execution 
(execution)

software vulnerabilities are exploited to gain code 
execution on a remote system

table 8 – 2019 top 10 most utilized mitre att&CK™ techniques

 | Discovery at the core of threats - techniques such as querying the Windows registry (t1012), 
understandably occupying the top spot, are often a basis to many threats and are used to both 
gather information as well as for being a precursor to the creation of registry keys that support 
later tactics such as ”persistence.” Given these common observations, it is evident that many 
threat actors are continuing to use tried and tested tactics, techniques and procedures (ttPs), 
many of which may be overlooked.
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 | Scripting   - the use of scripting languages (t1064) 
is popular amongst threats with microsoft’s 
Powershell (t1086), visual Basic script (vBs) and 
visual Basic for applications (vBa) being embedded 
within, or downloaded by, malicious office files 
delivered to victims via lure emails. additionally, 
the use of shell scripts, or batch files, can automate 
interactions with the command-line interface 
(t1059) of the compromised host.  
aside from the speed and ease at which scripts 
can be developed, reconfigured and deployed, 
numerous legitimate attack frameworks are 
regularly updated and provide the ability to 
generate payloads and exploit scripts for most 
common vulnerabilities.  While these tools are 
legitimately used by red teams and penetration 
testers, many threat actors have integrated them, 
along with other off-the-shelf tools, to streamline 
their operations, reducing development costs and 
likely the success rate of their operations.

 | Supplementary to their use of scripts, many threat actors also adopt the ”living off the land” 
methodology, which sees them use the standard administrative tools and utilities available on the 
compromised system to perform nefarious actions, be that to gather intelligence, move laterally 
or escalate privileges. 
Given that there are legitimate needs within an enterprise environment to permit the use of 
scripts and these tools, the detection of bad behaviors can prove difficult. Additionally, scripts 
that load malicious code directly into memory, ”file-less malware,” thwarts detection on disk and 
reduces the number of artefacts available for post-exploitation analysis. Finally, encoding and 
obfuscation techniques are often used to evade automated detection, such as subtle changes to 
thwart signature-based solutions, as well as complicating and impeding manual analysis.  
While many off-the-shelf encoding and obfuscation routines can easily be countered or reversed, 
others, such as those using custom encryption routines, will require the in-depth attention of a 
skilled analyst or reverse engineer.

 | Command & Control - Given that most organizations have strict network traffic policies, it is 
understandable that command and control (C2) communication techniques favor the use of 
standard application layer protocols (t1071) and commonly used ports (t1043) to hide among 
legitimate day-to-day network activity. as well as using standard protocols to send and receive 
C2 responses, be that via DNS, HTTP or HTTPS, the exfiltration of stolen data over the same 
channel will likely be less obvious than using non-standard protocols or ports. that being said, 
high-volume data transfers will be obvious and therefore advanced threats will attempt to 
slowly exfiltrate data, drip-feeding it to the C2 server or a staging node, to appear less obvious to 
observers, be they eyes-on-glass network operations or security operation Centers (noC/soC) 
or automated Data Loss Prevention (DLP) solutions.

aside from the speed and 
ease at which scripts can 
be developed, reconfigured 
and deployed, numerous 
legitimate attack frameworks 
are regularly updated 
and provide the ability to 
generate payloads and 
exploit scripts for most 
common vulnerabilities
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Given these top 10 technique observations, the following examples of key 2019 events can be 
mapped to the att&CK™ matrix, providing an overview of how common threats are deployed and 
reinforcing the need for organizations to consider the full scope of att&CK™ when planning their 
defensive strategy. 

abusing Legitimate tools - ta505 

Financially motivated threat actor group ”TA505,” attributed to multiple high-profile campaigns since 
2014 including the infamous Dridex banking trojan, was observed throughout 2019 as targeting the 
Financial and retail industries, seemingly shifting to target Healthcare and Heavy industry in the 
latter part of the year, with information stealing backdoors and remote access capabilities (Figure 9).

initial access execution Persistence Privilege escalation Defense evasion Credential access

sperphishing 
attachment scheduled task regisry run Keys / 

startup Folder scheduled task Code signing input Capture

scripting scheduled task scripting

Discovery Leteral movement Collection Command and control Defense evasion

account Discovery remote Desktop Protocol audio Capture remote access tools Data Compressed

application Wiindow 
Discovery remote File Copy Clipboard Data remote File Copy Exfiltration Over Command and 

Control Channel

File and Directory Discovery remote services Data from Local system

network share Discovery Data from network share Drive

Query registry Data from removable media

system information 
Discovery input Capture

system network 
Configuration Discovery screen Capture

system network Connection 
Discovery video Capture

system owner/user 
Discovery

system service Discovery

system time Discovery

Figure 9 – ta505 abusing Legitimate tools att&CK™ matrix
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initial email Lure

initial access commences with spear-phishing emails, sent to individuals within the target 
organizations, masquerading as originating from an internal source or a trusted third party.

While in some early retail campaigns these email lures were observed as masquerading as being sent 
from a multi-function printer, including the target organization’s branding, most of the email lures 
appear to originate from, or masquerade as, a trusted third-party and deliver Microsoft Excel files 
that claim to pertain to contain pending financial transactions (Figure 10).

Downloader

using messages that convey a sense of urgency and/or to pique the interest of the recipient, 
typically employees within an accounting or financial department, the recipient is lured into opening 
the attachment. once opened, decoy content is presented, observed in multiple languages to 
suit the intended target’s region, and the recipient is encouraged to lower the security stance of 
Microsoft Office by “enabling editing,“ which in turn allows the payload to execute a downloader 
stage.

Figure 10 - example ta505 email Lures
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in many of the campaigns observed, the downloader stage utilizes the legitimate Windows installer 
service to download an installation package from the threat actor’s C2 infrastructure, albeit using 
a visual Basic for applications (vBa) macro in observed microsoft Word payloads versus directly 
executing the installer in observed microsoft excel payloads (Figure 12).

the use of the legitimate Windows installer can be considered a defense evasion technique and 
allows the payload to be executed without user interaction or arousing suspicion of end-point 
security solutions. in the above example, the ”/i” and ”/q” options instruct the Windows installer to 
install the downloaded payload quietly, without displaying user interface elements or prompting the 
victim.

First-stage script

in the observed retail campaigns, the payload components are “installed” to ‘%systemroot%\
installer\’, and a first-stage script (Figure 13) is executed to perform what appears to be a 
connectivity test, using the native “ping” command as well as extracting the main payload from an 
encrypted self-extracting archive.

Figure 11 - example spreadsheet Decoys/Lures (Language dependent on target)

Figure 12 - microsoft excel Lure downloading the next stage payload via the Windows installer

Figure 13 - First-stage shell script
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second-stage script

subsequently, the contents of the archive include a legitimate signed remote manipulator system 
(RMS) executable and configuration file, along with a second stage shell script (Figure 14), which is 
used to add persistence via a Registry ”run” key that causes the final stage to execute at user logon.

“servHelper” and remote Desktop access

Conversely, in the campaigns observed as targeting financial services, a threat known as 
”ServHelper,” first identified in November 2018, is installed and used to enable the Remote Desktop 
functionality (Figure 15) of the victim Windows system as well as configuring an administrative 
account to facilitate remote access. 

Figure 14 – second-stage shell script

Figure 15 – ‘terminal services’ service started

Figure 16 – account creation and group membership for remote access
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remote manipulator system (rms)

these campaigns resulted in the installation of execution of the remote manipulator system (rms), a 
seemingly legitimate remote administration tool that calls home to a server under the control of the 
threat actor. using this rms tool, the threat actor is able to use a number of system discovery, lateral 
movement, collection and exfiltration techniques to both observe the victim machine to conduct 
reconnaissance as well as take control and steal data from any local disk or connected network share. 
Furthermore, given that the victim system is effectively under full control of the threat actor, they 
can use it as a bridgehead to launch attacks from within the perimeter.

Continuing ta505 operations

observations throughout the year suggest that ta505 continues to conduct targeted operations 
against personnel in accounting and Finance departments in a range of industries. While the 
more recently targeted healthcare and heavy industries are typically targeted for their valuable 
intellectual property, these observations may signify a shift in ta505’s motivations or simply suggest 
a broadening of their scope to new victims, continuing with their primary objective and financial 
motivations.

mitigations

Based on the observations of these campaigns, the following mitigations should be considered to 
protect organizations from similar attacks:

ATT&CK™ PhASE MITIGATIONS

initial access

Given the use of targeted spear phishing attachments and email lures, 
user training continues to be a valuable and effective countermeasure to 
attacks of this nature. in cases where a potential victim is convinced by the 
initial email, their security training should allow them to recognize tell-tale 
signs of nefarious intent such as being requested to “enabled editing” or 
disable security controls within applications such as Microsoft Office. 

additionally, Scheduled Tasks are created as a persistence mechanism ensuring that the 
”servHelper” threat is loaded at system logon.

Figure 17 – Persistence using scheduled tasks
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ATT&CK™ PhASE MITIGATIONS

execution; 

Persistence;

Privilege escalation

the use of monitoring tools or system audits can detect and alert upon 
execution, persistence and privilege escalation events such as the creation 
of a Scheduled Task as well as persistence being achieved through the 
creation of Registry Run Keys. While legitimate applications may utilize 
these capabilities, this will most likely be part of known or planned activity 
versus nefarious actions that may occur as part of a chain of unexpected 
events or during unusual hours.

execution;

Defense evasion

Given that the nefarious use of code signing is an abuse of a legitimate 
feature, mitigations for it are somewhat limited. Conversely, the impacts 
of scripting can be controlled, somewhat preventing threats of this nature 
from progressing by disabling scripting functionality, such as Powershell 
and vBscript, on endpoints for most users. additionally, the use of Group 
Policies can further limit functionality that poses a security threat for most 
users, such as disabling macros execution within Microsoft Office for all but 
the most trusted and security savvy users.

Discovery;

Lateral movement;

Collection;

Command and Control;

Exfiltration;

to thwart the use of unauthorized applications, including those dropped by 
malicious payloads, application whitelisting can be configured. Furthermore, 
application whitelisting policies can be used to prevent or limit the use of 
unnecessary “legitimate” applications, such as remote access tools to only 
those users with an appropriate business requirement.

additionally, detection methods such as endpoint auditing and monitoring 
may flag suspicious activity by either an endpoint or the user, especially 
when combined with network-based intrusion and data-loss prevention 
tools that can pinpoint and identify unusual network activity and 
communications.

table 9 – ta505 mitre att&CK™ technique mitigations

remote access trojan - turla Kazuar 

Believed active since 2004, turla, also known as Krypton, snake, uroburos and venomous Bear, is 
a russian-nexus cyberespionage group that has previously targeted government institutions, the 
military-industrial complex (miC), education and research organizations as well as the pharmaceutical 
industry. Based on malware samples observed in 2019, Kazuar, a remote access trojan (rat) 
associated with Turla, signified a resurgence in the group’s activities worldwide.
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execution 
(33 items)

Persistence 
(59 items)

Privilege escalation 
(28 items)

Defense evasion 
(67 items)

Discovery 
(22 items)

Command-Line interface new service new service File Detection account Discovery

registry run Keys / startup Folder Process injection obfuscated Files or information application Window Discovery

Shortcut Modification Process injection File and Directory Discovery

Web service Permission Groups Discovery

Process Discovery

system information Discovery

system network Discovery

System Network Configuration 
Discovery

system owner/user Discovery

Leteral movement 
(17 items)

Collection 
(13 items)

Command and control 
(22 items)

Exfiltration 
(9 items)

Remote file Copy Data staged Data encoding scheduled transfer

Data from Local system Fallback Channels

screen Capture remote File Copy

video Capture standard application Layer Protocole

Web service

Figure 18 – turla Kazuar rat Campaign att&CK™ matrix

typically employing similar tactics, techniques and procedures (ttPs) and often using watering hole 
(supply-chain compromise) or spear-phishing as an initial vector, turla deploys bespoke malware that 
communicates with a tiered command and control (C2) infrastructure.

initial stage

While the initial delivery stage varies, upon initial execution Kazuar performs information collection 
to determine details of the victim and to ensure that only one instance of the rat is being executed. 
Subsequently, the RAT is deployed along with its configuration, plugin and log files and, depending 
on the arguments passed in execution, can be configured for persistence by creating a Windows 
service as well as dropping a dynamic-link library (DLL) that is injected into the Windows explorer 
process (Figure 19).

Figure 19 - Process injection of a DLL file located in ‘%LOCALAPPDATA%’
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Persistence

utilizing the common persistence technique, Kazuar adds keys to the Windows registry within the 
‘HKey_Current_user’ hive:

 | HKCu\software\microsoft\Windows\Currentversion\Policies\explorer\run

 | HKCu\software\microsoft\Windows\Currentversion\run

 | HKCu\software\microsoft\Windows\Currentversion\runonce

 | HKCu\software\microsoft\Windows nt\Currentversion\Windows\load

 | HKCu\software\microsoft\Windows nt\Currentversion\Winlogon\shell

Furthermore, a shortcut is added to the Windows ‘startup’ folder, typically located in ‘%aPPData% \
microsoft\Windows\start menu\Programs\startup’.

Command and Control (C2) Communications

Following an initial beacon to the command and control (C2) infrastructure, xmL ”tasks” are sent 
to the victim and correspond to the features available within the rat such as those for general 
management activities and collection tasks including:

 | information gathering;

 | File system interaction (find, copy, move and delete);

 | File upload and download;

 | remote command execution;

 | screen and webcam image capture;

 | Process interaction (list and kill);

 | RAT management (logs, sleep, upgrade, C2 configuration and persistence);

 | Plugin management (installation and removal of additional functionality);

Furthermore, as a fallback channel, the rat can be instructed to listen for inbound HttP requests 
with tasks, effectively reversing the communication channel, and allows the threat actor to configure 
a compromised system as a staging point for data exfiltration from others.
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mitigations

Based on the observations of these campaigns, the following mitigations should be considered to 
protect organizations from similar attacks:

ATT&CK™ PhASE MITIGATIONS

execution;

Persistence;

Privilege escalation

the use of monitoring tools or system audits can detect and alert upon 
execution, persistence and privilege escalation events such as the creation 
of Registry Run Keys and new services. While legitimate applications may 
utilize these capabilities this will most likely be part of known or planned 
activity versus nefarious actions that may occur as part of a chain of 
unexpected events or during unusual hours.

additionally, consideration should be given to blocking the use of 
command-line interfaces to prevent their abuse, such as through 
application whitelisting, especially for non-administrative users.

execution;

Defense evasion

microsoft enhanced mitigation experience toolkit (emet) and Windows 
Defender exploit Guard (WDeG) have an attack surface reduction (asr) 
feature that can be used to block methods of process injection using 
”rundll32.” additionally, attempts to utilize this method will result in event 
log entries that can be monitored for indications of potential compromise 
(event iD: 3077, source: Codeintegrity).

Furthermore, endpoint security solutions may provide the analyze and act 
on the content of obfuscated files or information during processing or 
interpretation.

Discovery;

Lateral movement;

Collection;

Command and Control;

Exfiltration;

to thwart the use of unauthorized applications, including those dropped by 
malicious payloads, application whitelisting can be configured. Furthermore, 
application whitelisting policies can be used to prevent or limit the use of 
unnecessary “legitimate” applications, such as remote access tools, to only 
those users with an appropriate business requirement.

additionally, detection methods such as endpoint auditing and monitoring 
may flag suspicious activity by either an endpoint or the user, especially 
when combined with network-based intrusion and data-loss prevention 
tools that can pinpoint and identify unusual network activity and 
communications.

Furthermore, web security gateways and proxies can be configured with 
communication policies that can limit access to unauthorized hosts and 
web services.

table 10 – turla Kazuar mitre att&CK™ technique mitigations
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us Government Potentially targeted by Cobalt strike Payload 

Potentially linked to a nation-state sponsored threat actor, a campaign targeting the us national 
oceanic and atmospheric administration (noaa), a science-based federal agency within the 
Department of Commerce, was observed during august 2019 as delivering the commercial tool 
”Cobalt strike.”

execution Privilege escalation Defense evasion Discovery

rundll32 Process injection Process injection system information 
Discovery

scripting rundll32 system owner/user 
Discovery

scripting system time Discovery

Figure 20 – us Government targeted by Cobalt strike att&CK™ matrix

Likely commencing with a spear-phishing campaign delivering a lure email masquerading as a 
legitimate communication, malicious versions of seemingly legitimate noaa microsoft Word 
documents were observed as the initial attack vector.

initial stage

Likely delivered via a spear-
phishing campaign masquerading 
as a legitimate communication, 
weaponized versions of a seemingly 
legitimate internal documents 
including an it security Policy 
and noaa job opportunity 
contained malicious visual Basic for 
applications (vBa) macros that lured 
the recipient to ”enabled editing” and 
“enable Content” (Figure 21).

Figure 21 - Weaponized noaa document
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Process injection

Once the victim has been lured into bypassing the Microsoft Office security controls, process 
injection (Figure 22) is used to inject and execute shellcode scripts within the memory space of a 
newly created ”rundll32.exe” process memory space.

Command and Control (C2) Communications

once the shellcode has been injected, communications to a hard-coded command and control (C2) 
server are initiated and the Cobalt strike Beacon payload downloaded onto the victim machine.

the delivered Cobalt strike Beacon payload provides varied functionality and, in this instance, was 
observed as conducting basic discovery activity including the collection of system information.  

notably, Cobalt strike is a legitimate commercial tool that, as well as being used by legitimate 
”red team” and offensive security teams, has been deployed by both cybercriminal and nation-
state sponsored threat actors for use in their nefarious campaigns. While the campaign targeting 
the noaa, including the use of the Cobalt strike payload, may be indicative of authorized security 
testing, the observed activity coincided with reports of north Korean-nexus threat actors potentially 
seeking access to us Government systems. 

Figure 22 – malicious process injection

Figure 23 – HttP request to a hard-coded C2
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mitigations

Based on the observations of these campaigns, the following mitigations should be considered to 
protect organizations from similar attacks:

ATT&CK PhASE MITIGATIONS

execution;

Privilege escalation;

Defense evasion;

in addition to application whitelisting, microsoft enhanced mitigation 
experience toolkit (emet) and Windows Defender exploit Guard (WDeG) 
have an attack surface reduction (asr) feature that can be used to block 
methods of process injection using”'rundll32.” additionally, attempts to 
utilize this method will result in event log entries that can be monitored for 
indications of potential compromise (event iD: 3077, source: Codeintegrity).

execution;

Discovery;

to thwart the use of unauthorized applications, including those dropped by 
malicious payloads, application whitelisting can be configured. Furthermore, 
application whitelisting policies can be used to prevent or limit the use of 
unnecessary “legitimate” applications, such as remote access tools, to only 
those users with an appropriate business requirement.

additionally, detection methods such as endpoint auditing and monitoring 
may flag suspicious activity by either an endpoint or the user, especially 
when combined with network-based intrusion and data-loss prevention 
tools that can pinpoint and identify unusual network activity and 
communications.

table 11 – Cobalt strike mitre att&CK technique mitigations
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LooKinG ForWarD: 2020 insiGHts

WhAT TO EXPECT IN 2020 WhAT TO DO 

Tried and tested, not tired and tested! just because a threat is old, it shouldn’t be ignored. 
Start by fixing the well-known holes

humans are still the weakest link equip employees with skills to better protect 
themselves and the organization

Targeted ransomware attacks increasing Prevent; Damage control; Worst case: restore 
verified backups using a disaster recovery plan

Blurred lines between threat actors Be aware of less sophisticated threat actors paying 
for access to more advanced attack tools

Cyber-arms race leading to advanced attacks Be aware of weapons-grade exploits, and ensure 
that systems are regularly patched

Brand abuse and interfering ”Trolls” Brand protection/monitoring should be considered 
to thwart misuse for nefarious means

table 12 – What to expect in 2020 & what to do

tried and tested, not tired and tested!

unlike many other areas of technology, cyber security and the threats posed by attackers are 
somewhat cumulative, and threat actors continue to use age-old tactics, techniques and procedures 
(ttPs) simply because they continue to work. organizations should focus on the threat landscape and 
their risk rather than being overwhelmed with the latest and greatest, be that highly sophisticated 
threats directed at other industries or even the security solutions sold to counter them. 

Given the continued efforts by threat actors to keep things simple and reuse rather than reinvent, 
organizations shouldn’t forget to counter these TTPs by fixing the well-known holes and addressing 
the basics. 

Humans are still the weakest link

the reason that most campaigns commence with an email lure is that humans, as generally trusting and 
curious beings, continue to be lured into opening attachments or click on seemingly innocent links. While 
many have become accustomed and dismissive of poorly written phishing emails, more – sophisticated 
threat actors are reusing legitimate business communications to appear convincing. this, when combined 

 \  
 \  
 \  
 \  
 \  
 \  
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with the propensity to respond to emails quickly when in 
the workplace, especially when confronted with language 
conveying a sense of urgency, allows threat actors to deliver 
a variety of threats that vary in sophistication and capability 
to bypass or evade other security controls.

While the security industry often talks of defense-in-
depth and layers, it is important to remember that the 
human element needs to be addressed and, as such, 
organizations heading into the next decade should take 
it upon themselves to ensure that their employees and 
customers are aware of these common threats and how 
they can take steps to protect themselves .

in short, employee security assessments and education should be mandatory and ongoing to ensure 
that they are best equipped to protect themselves and the organization both in and out of the 
workplace. although many employees may be reluctant to take security training, emphasizing the 
personal benefits, such as gaining knowledge to protect their own financial assets and personal 
privacy, may encourage better participation. Cyber security and threats don’t stop when an 
employee leaves for home!

targeted ransomware attacks increasing

While mass ransomware campaigns have somewhat 
been in decline since 2017, the year in which the infamous 
WannaCry and (not)Petya campaigns caused havoc for 
both private individuals and global organizations alike, 
targeted ransomware campaigns have become more 
prevalent and disruptive throughout 2019.

although ransomware campaigns are typically conducted 
by financially motivated threat actors, the shift to 
targeted attacks against local governments, especially us 
municipalities in 2019, along with certain industries could 
also be driven by alternate motivations such as disruption 
or diversion for other nefarious activity.

Given this, 2020 will likely continue to see specific 
organizations targeted by either organized cybercriminal 
gangs or even nation-state sponsored threat actors, using 
ransomware in an attempt to generate cryptocurrency 
gains and to cripple organizations, preventing the use of 
their increasingly connected systems . 

organizations heading into 
the next decade should 
take it upon themselves to 
ensure that their employees 
and customers are aware of 
these common threats and 
how they can take steps to 
protect themselves

2020 will likely continue to 
see specific organizations 
targeted by either organized 
cybercriminal gangs or even 
nation-state sponsored 
threat actors, using 
ransomware in an attempt 
to generate cryptocurrency 
gains and to cripple 
organizations, preventing 
the use of their increasingly 
connected systems
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Aside from mitigations to prevent the delivery and execution of ransomware threats, such as filtering 
emails/attachments and employee education, ransomware threats rely on denying access to valuable 
data that will often exploit an organization’s inability to restore data in a timely fashion.

to reduce the risk of catastrophic damage, consideration should be given to limiting the spread of 
the threat by applying restrictive policies that control access to data and systems, for example, the 
use of role-based access control that only permits access to specific data and limits administrative 
privileges.

just as threat actors are using tried and tested techniques, organizations should be following age-old 
IT best practice by maintaining regular verified backups that are stored securely offline and offsite 
provide. these backups, in addition to a tested disaster recovery plan, can help restore an impacted 
network to a known good state.

Blurred lines between threat actors

just as tried and tested tactics, techniques and 
procedures (ttPs) continue to be used, threat actor 
sophistications will continue to vary. additionally, there 
continues to be a blurring of lines between sophisticated 
and unsophisticated threat actors with advanced ttPs 
being made available to sophisticated threat actors via 
”as-a-service” business models and ”off-the-shelf” attacks 
tools .

Previously, threat actors could be split into very distinct 
groupings although now the lines between traditional 
cybercriminal activity and “advanced persistent threat” 
(aPt) groups are truly blurred. organized cybercriminal 
gangs and nation-state threat actors previously 
separated by both their ttPs and motivations have 
become increasingly more difficult to distinguish, and this 
trend will undoubtedly continue with cross-over or even 
collaboration between the two to meet their individual 
objectives.

Less sophisticated threat actors, often considered a nuisance to many, will continue to pose a 
problem to organizations big and small, especially as more highly sophisticated threat actors 
continue to resell attack tools and services including ”as-a-service” offerings.

there continues to be a 
blurring of lines between 
sophisticated and 
unsophisticated threat 
actors with advanced ttPs 
being made available to 
sophisticated threat actors 
via ”as-a-service” business 
models and ”off-the-shelf” 
attacks tools.
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Cyber-arms races leading to advanced attacks

the ongoing cyber-arms race among many nations will inevitably lead to new variants of these 
cyberweapons, many of which will probably fall into the wrong hands. as nations conduct 
cyberwarfare operations against each other, many expose elements of their infrastructure as well as 
handing exploits and attack tools to their adversary as part of an attack. unlike kinetic weapons that 
are destroyed in an attack, many cyberweapons will leave artefacts and code that can be subjected 
to analysis and reverse engineering and can result in variants being developed and redeployed 
against other targets .

Furthermore, the inadvertent exposure of ”weapons-
grade” exploits, such as seen in 2017 with the 
“shadowBrokers” release of us national security agency 
tools, increases the capabilities of opposing nation-
states as well as falling into the hands of other threat 
actors that will seek to utilize them in attacks against 
individuals and organizations for financial gain.

Given that many nation-states stockpile exploits 
for common operating system and application 
vulnerabilities, weapons-grade zero-day attacks 
are difficult to mitigate if they are executed by an 

unsuspecting user. aside from the previous mitigations, such as employee education and controls 
to prevent the delivery of suspicious or malicious payloads, software vendors will typically issue 
emergency patches or updates for these vulnerabilities when known. as such, organizations should 
ensure that security patches and updates are regularly deployed, especially in the case of ”out-of-
band” or emergency updates to ensure that these exploits have a limited lifespan.

Brand abuse and interfering ”trolls” 

With the upcoming 2020 us election, attention will be focused on potential foreign electoral 
interventions as previously alleged in 2016 with the compromise of the Democratic national 
Committee (DnC) and subsequent document leak to WikiLeaks. While most would consider this to 
be a political issue, especially as the motivations of foreign powers are somewhat obvious, utilizing 
carefully orchestrated online propaganda and misinformation campaigns to sway another nation into 
electing a preferential head of state, this activity is in effect a type of brand abuse.

as such, organizations should be aware of, and prepared for, similar types of activity that could be 
conducted by via sustained social media campaigns to tarnish an organization’s reputation, sully their 
brand and drive customers toward a “favorable” alternative.

many cyberweapons will 
leave artefacts and code that 
can be subjected to analysis 
and reverse engineering and 
can result in variants being 
developed and redeployed 
against other targets
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aPPenDix a - DeDiCateD BanKinG tHreats

tricot

Developed in 2016 and inspired by the Dyreza banking trojan, trickbot is yet another example of a 
modular threat. in addition to utilizing web injections to harvest data entered into forms on target 
bank websites, trickbot includes cryptocurrency stealing capabilities as well as the ability to harvest 
credentials from the victim machine using the mimikatz tool. initially delivered by an email lure with 
malicious attachment, trickbot has been observed as using the eternalBlue vulnerability to propagate 
and infect machines within on the same local area network. 

Gozi

also known as ursnif, snifula and Papras, the infamous threat Gozi is thought to have infected more 
than 1 million victims resulting in the theft of tens of millions of dollars since its identification in or 
around 2007. Given the prevalence of Gozi and the high-value theft, three individuals linked to the 
threat were subsequently arrested in 2013.

While initial Gozi campaigns were indiscriminate mass mailings, later campaigns have become more 
targeted and are believed to be linked to, and controlled by, an advanced botnet named ”Dark 
Cloud,” which is linked to a variety of nefarious activities including DDos and fraud.

Along with typical keylogging and credential stealing capabilities, Gozi differs from other threats by 
its ability to monitor network traffic and directly skim data from this traffic as it is transmitted via the 
victim’s web browser.

emotet

Also known as ”Geodo” and ”Heodo,” Emotet was first observed in 2014 primarily as a modular 
banking trojan and, at the time, shared code with ”Bugat” (also known as ”Feodo”). 

Emotet’s modular architecture has evolved over the past five years, notably no longer using its own 
banking trojan module, which was scrapped in favor of bundling third-party solutions. in addition to 
core functionality, namely the ability to download functional modules from command and control 
(C2) infrastructure, emotet modules provide address book and credential stealing capabilities along 
with the ability to harvest email content.

emotet’s prevalence is likely due to module functionality enabling propagation via local area network 
connections and, most successfully, a spam module that utilizes data gathered from the harvester 
and stealer modules to send high volumes of malicious emails to potential new victims.

originally developed by a threat actor known as ”mummy spider,” emotet was originally advertised 
for sale on underground forums but is now believed to be operated privately.
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activity during 2019 included a lull around june in which time it is thought that the threat actor 
was conducting maintenance in preparation for a new wave of attacks, as observed with C2 
infrastructure coming back online on or around 21 august.

anubis

initially developed as an espionage tool and linked to the sphinx (aPt-C-15) campaign in 2017, 
anubis has been updated to target mobile banking on android devices and is typically deployed 
by a ”downloader” that uses social-engineering to trick victims into permitting excessive device 
permissions and installing an ”update” that contains the main anubis payload. 

in addition to masquerading as a legitimate application, the downloader component has previously 
accessed encoded messages on telegram and twitter accounts to determine where the main 
component should be downloaded from. in doing so, the behaviors of the initial downloader likely 
appear benign to security checks and, as a result, anubis has previously been available for download 
from Google Play store.

Danabot

First observed as targeting australian victims in may 2018, Danabot is modular in nature and steals 
credentials and cryptocurrency wallets as well as performing web-injects to harvest banking 
credentials. initial assessments of Danabot indicate that it was used by a single threat actor although 
recent reports suggest that it may be offered on an affiliate or malware-as-a-service basis. Adding 
further to the threat posed, a module dubbed ”non-ransomware” has been observed during 2019 
and is a ”Blitzkrieg” ransomware variant that renames encrypted files as ”.non” (rather than ”.bkc”). 

Dridex

also known as Bugat and Cridex, Dridex can trace its roots back to 2011 having evolved from Cridex 
and Zeus. Prevalent during the middle of the decade, reports suggest that Dridex campaigns were 
responsible for the theft of over us $40 million worldwide during 2015. 

Having continued to evolve, current Dridex variants continue to target victims via largescale 
malicious spam campaigns delivering microsoft Word document and macro lures to would-be 
victims.

in recent campaigns, these malicious documents, if opened and macros enabled, execute scripts 
in memory to download the Dridex executable from the command and control (C2) infrastructure. 
subsequently, the executable attempts to inject itself into legitimate Windows processes to avoid 
detection and utilizes web-injection techniques to gather credentials from target banking websites. 
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Cerberus

similar, but not based on anubis, Cerberus targets users of android devices and is available as-a-
service to threat actors via underground sources. in addition to providing support to their users, the 
author(s) of Cerberus maintain a twitter presence that is seemingly used to both retweet news of 
the trojan and mock the security community. 

amavaldo

actively developed, amavaldo is one of numerous banking malware threats that predominantly 
targets victims in south america and, rather than using web-injection techniques as is common 
with other banking malware threats, social engineering techniques are favored. initially targeting 
Brazil and mexico, it is believed that victims receive a lure email that encourages them to click 
on an embedded link leading to the download of the malicious payload. subsequently, when the 
victim interacts with their bank, amavaldo takes a screenshot of the desktop, setting this as the 
background, and then overlays a popup window to forces the victim to interact with the malware. 

retefe

early retefe campaigns surfaced in 2014, targeting swiss victims, and saw the introduction of 
techniques that differ from most other banking malware threats. Rather than using common web-
injection methods, Retefe modifies the DNS configuration of the victim system to pass all requests 
through a DNS server under the threat actor’s control. This reconfiguration, along the installation of 
a rogue certificate authority to prevent browser security alerts, allowed requests for bank websites 
to be redirected to an imposter site that harvested any credentials entered. typically delivered by 
malicious spam campaigns, or masquerading as fake applications, both macos and Windows users 
have been targeted, likely due to the retefe infrastructure being cross-platform once the victim Dns 
has been reconfigured.
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aPPenDix B - tHreat aCtors

Hellsing

also known as ”Goblin Panda” and ”Cycldek,” Hellsing is an espionage motivated group that has 
targeted diplomatic and government targets within asia and the united states following phishing 
emails with malicious attachments. if infected, a backdoor is installed that permits the download and 
upload of files, potentially including other malicious payloads.

aPt32

also known as oceanLotus and seaLotus, aPt32 has been active since at least 2014 and has targeted 
both the private sector as well as governments and political targets in south east asia. typically 
compromising websites to reach the intended victims, this espionage motivated group is believed to 
be based in vietnam.

aPt33

Also known as Elfin and active since at least 2013, APT33 has targeted organizations in the Saudi 
arabia, south Korea and the united states with an apparent focus on aviation and energy 
organizations, likely suggesting an interest in the acquisition of intellectual property for its own 
gains.

aPt34

also known as Helix Kitten and oilrig, aPt34 has predominantly targeted middle eastern countries 
in numerous industries including energy, finance, government and telecommunications. Utilizing 
supply chain attacks -- the compromise of an often weaker third-party to gain access through trust 
relationships to the intended target, these espionage campaigns appear to originate from iran with a 
focus on its nation-state interests.

anunak

Also known as Carbanak or FIN7, this financially motivated threat group is likely an organized 
cybercriminal gang responsible for attacks on financial organizations in addition to retail and media. 
initially responsible for campaigns targeting consumer and business bank accounts, the group 
evolved after the arrest of Carberp members and focuses on internal payment gateway and banking 
system targets for higher-gain thefts.

Buhtrap

Initially believed to be an organized cybercriminal group focused on financially motivated attacks 
on Russian businesses and financial organizations, Buhtrap appears to have evolved and have been 
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linked to espionage operations in eastern europe and Central asia. Given the leak of Buhtrap source 
code in 2016, this evolution may be a consequence of others using the same toolset, although reports 
in December 2015 detailed the detection of the threat within government institutions. this provides 
another example of the blurred line between organized crime and nation-state activity, with both 
groups increasingly being financially motivated and the latter potentially employing the former for 
certain operations.

Chrysene 

active since 2017, Chrysene has been conducting espionage operations with a focus on industrial 
control systems (iCs) including the infamous destructive attack on saudi aramco in 2012. 
subsequently the group has been linked to attacks against the petrochemical and power generation 
industries both within the Middle East and further afield. TTP include the use of supply chain attacks 
in addition to variants of frameworks utilized by ”Greenbug” and ”oilrig,” which, given the targeting 
of the middle eastern region, is likely consistent with iranian nation-state activity.

Covellite

active since 2017, Covellite campaigns have seen the targeting of power utilities in europe, east asia 
and north america following the delivery of phishing emails masquerading as resumes. subsequently, 
if opened, a rat payload is installed, which is then used to conduct intelligence gathering 
reconnaissance operations. Parallels between the infrastructure used by the infamous Lazarus and 
Hidden Cobra nation-state sponsored groups have been drawn suggesting that the operations may 
originate from north Korea.

DragonoK

active since at least 2015 and believed to be a Chinese nation-state sponsored group, DragonoK has 
predominantly targeted high-tech and manufacturing organizations in japan with phishing emails 
containing malicious RTF files exploiting common vulnerabilities.  Victims have also been observed 
in russia, taiwan and tibet, likely for espionage or political motivations. While the deployed threats 
vary, most involve the delivery of a rat including common features.

el machete

active since 2014, the group has predominantly targeted Latin american victims and appears 
to be espionage motivated given victims being government, military and critical infrastructure. 
Initially sending phishing emails, victims are lured into downloading a malicious archive file from an 
embedded link which contains an executable payload masquerading as a document. these payloads 
have favored the use of scripts that have been converted to executables and functions are typical for 
a rat to conduct remote reconnaissance.
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aPPenDix C – remote aCCess trojans

remcos

First identified in 2016, REMCOS Professional is seemingly sold as a ”legitimate” commercial remote 
access tool for between $60 and $430 depending on the number of users and duration. as often 
the case with tools of this nature, older and illegitimate ”cracked” versions are likely in circulation, 
although in this case a ”free” version is available from the author and allows remote desktop, chat, 
file transfer, remote shell and process management of up-to 10 remote machines at one time. In 
the wild, malicious deployments follow similar patterns as most popular intrusions with lure emails 
being sent to victims with malicious office document attachments. Once the malicious document 
is opened, and macros are enabled, the macro bypasses user access controls and attempts to 
download the rat payload from a remote site. Based on the nefarious campaigns observed, remCos 
appears to be the most popular rat deployed by threat actors during this period.

Gh0st rat

originating in China, Gh0st rat’s source code was released, and therefore numerous variants are 
being used in the wild leading to varying capabilities and detections. Gh0st rat variants are often 
determined by their C2 network communications typically commencing with a ”magic word” set to 
”Gh0st” by default. Likely due to the prevalence and ease of access to variants, Gh0st was the second 
most prevalent rat during this period. 

Flawedammyy

associated with the threat actor dubbed ta505, Flawedammyy is a remote access trojan that 
provides typical remote access and control features in addition to access to the victim’s camera and 
microphone. in addition to being distributed via malicious xLs attachments to victims in asia and 
south america, the rat has also been used to download additional malicious payloads to conduct 
other operations.

Konni

First identified in 2017 but believed to have been in use for at least three years prior, Konni is a 
remote administration trojan that provides data theft, keylogging, screenshot and remote execution 
functionality. typically delivered via email lures with malicious attachments, the threat has evolved 
to include additional features over time. in addition to previous malicious attachments including 
executable screensaver (SCR) files, likely mimicking other file types, weaponized Office documents 
have been observed as using themes related to the DPrK.
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nanoCore

Reportedly first developed in 2012 by ”Aeonhacks,” an individual later arrested and sentenced 
based on the sale of the tool, nanoCore was initially sold for $20. Providing remote surveillance and 
reverse proxy capabilities, the tool’s modular plugin architecture facilitated the creation of additional 
functions. subsequent leaked or cracked versions of nanoCore explain its continued use today, albeit 
likely by less sophisticated threat actors operating alone or in small groups.

netwire

First discovered in 2012 and widely utilized by cybercriminals, 2016 saw the introduction of scraper 
functionality to collect payment card data from victim machines. in addition to widespread mass 
campaigns, targeted campaigns have seen NetWire used to target ATMs and other financial systems, 
presumably to allow the scraping of payment card data in bulk.
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